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WHO WE AREWHO WE ARE
always improving. always better.

Since our beginning in 2004, we strive for excellence in all we do and to exemplify that excellence 
in our products and design. We are committed to those we serve to deliver innovative gear with 
superior quality.

Blue Force Gear, Inc. is not satisfied with making the same thing as everyone else - merely chang-
ing the color or style. We design by a code of advancement - if we can’t make something better than 
what is currently available, we don’t make it. By continually innovating, our products will always be 
different.

We are proud to have pioneered technological innovations that have revolutionized load carriage, 
the world’s standard in weapon slings and the world’s lightest, MOLLE compatible load carriage.

Of course we are not stopping there. We are continually improving our gear lineup and looking 
for more ways to improve the tactical gear industry and ultimately the warriors here at home and 
worldwide.

Blue Force Gear is committed to American Manufacturing. All of our gear is made right here in the 
United States with American materials.

Consistent Improvement. It’s who we are... And it’s what we do.
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TO PROVIDE OUR CUSTOMERS WITH PROFESSIONAL-
GRADE GEAR AND LIFE ACCESSORIES  WHICH EXHIBIT 

OUR TOTAL COMMITMENT TO SUPERIOR DESIGN 
EXECUTED IN THE FINEST MATERIALS AVAILABLE.

Blue Force Gear Mission
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MM-TSP-CHESTRIG-SR25-XX  | 

MM-TSP-CHESTRIG-M4-01-XX  | 

DAP-WAISTPACK-01-XX  | 

XB-DICK-01-TN  | 

DAP-SATCHEL-01-XX | 

GMT-125-OA-XX  | 

PG. 38  

PG. 30  

PG 38

PG 39 

PG 45 

PG 40

PG 18 
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BELT-GRID-01-XX-XX  | 

7.62 Chest rig

5.56 chest rig

Two-4 Waist bag

Dual Initiator Coupler Kit

Munitions bag

GMT Sling

GRID BELT

NEW FOR 2022NEW FOR 2022
Continually Innovating

TKN-NANO-XX | 

HW-TKN-SM-XX |  

HW-TKN-PLUS-XX |    

PG 23

PG 24 

PG 23 

8

9

10

MTKN-nano

tKN-smalL

MTKN-Plus+

HW-UPZ-06-XX |  PG 45 
11 Low Pro GP Pouch
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FEATURES & COLORFEATURES & COLOR
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ICON and COLOR TAB Information key

Pistol Magazine Retention These items retain 
multiple sizes or caliber of pistol magazines currently available.

MOLLEminus® The MOLLE field has now been changed 
to all slots which gives greater flexibility in mounting pouches 
and maximum signature reduction without having another 
layer of material underneath.

Grenade Retention Integral pouches or loops 
intended to secure multiple types of hand-thrown and 
projectile type explosives and grenades.

Rifle Magazine Retention This item retains rifle 
magazines and is available for multiple calibers and sizes.

Concealment Capabilities Gear with this icon 
contains pockets, holsters, or support attachments for readily 
concealing firearms or other mission critical equipment.

TEN-SPEED® Ten-Speed was designed to be the pouch 
you forget is there. The military grade elastic pouch was 
designed to be truly multi-use - holding magazines and other 
critical items - and lie flat when not in use. If you can fit the 
item in, it’s now that item’s pouch. Once removed, the pouch 
disappears.

Lightweight Items with this icon have been designed 
with the operator’s speed, range of motion, and overall 
combat effectiveness in mind. All material unnecessary to the 
structural integrity of the item has been removed, reducing all 
gross weight possible.

ULTRAComp® Product contains ULTRAcomp, a high-
performance laminate that far exceeds the military standard air 
textured nylon in tear and abrasion resistance. Its hydrophobic 
nature allows products to stay dry and light, whereas air 
textured nylon retains water and gets even heavier when wet.

Low Profile Items with this icon were made to lower or 
remove the combative profile of the user. Intended for operators 
who need to seamlessly blend in with the surrounding public 
while retaining an edge for high survivability in defensive 
situations.

Water Resistant These items contain water resistant 
materials that cut down on water retention, allowing the wearer 
to go unimpeded by excess weight gain due to moisture  
collecting materials.

Helium Whisper® These items are built with Helium 
Whisper technology. This precision-cut MOLLE compatible 
attachment system, reduces weight and provides a more 
reliable coupling than legacy attachment systems.

Medical This product is medically oriented or is designed 
to be capable of supporting a medical role.

HEAVY DUTY This product includes heavy duty metal 
components, designed to hold up in the harshest of conditions. 

Black

MultiCam®

Wolf Gray

MultiCam®

Arid

Coyote 
Brown

MultiCam®

Black

OD-Green

MultiCam®

Tropic

Ranger 
Green

Kryptek®

Highlander

Safety
Orange

Woodland
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SETTING THE STANDARD FOR COMBAT SLINGS
Standard issue has never been more of an understatement as it has with the Blue Force Gear Standard Issue Vickers 
Sling. Our slings can be found throughout the US military and its allies throughout the world, improving combat 
effectiveness through fire control techniques and sling flow manipulation improvements. We’re not just issuing the 
standard, we’re issuing results...

STANDARD ISSUE VICKERS SLING™  | 

ALWAYS on point
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Helium WhisperHelium Whisper®® & ULTRAcomp & ULTRAcomp®®

The Foundation of Next Generation Solutions

Helium Whisper® has revolutionized the modular load carriage system by creating a new standard of modular attachment 
system suitable for the demands on modern gear. Helium Whisper is the thinnest, strongest, lightest MOLLE attachment 
system in existence.

The heart of Helium Whisper® technology is the single-piece modular backer made of a high-performance laminate called 
ULTRAcomp®. Lighter and simpler MOLLE backers eliminate the weight penalty of modularity while offering other benefits 
that exceed current issue load carriage.

WORLD’S LIGHTEST ATTACHMENT SYSTEM

HELIUM WHISPER®

‘WAVE’ DESIGN

Ease with MOLLE Attachment 
on a diverse range of gear.

BLUE FORCE GEAR MARKINGS

“Blue Force Gear” markings 
along with part number and 
other technical information.

VELCRO TABS

Double sided color coordinated 
hook & loop attachment tabs

ULTRAcomp

A high-performance laminate 
that far exceeds the military 
standard air textured nylon in 
tear and abrasion resistance.

Legacy MOLLE Snap HELIUM WHISPER

Parts Quantity

Back Fabric 1

Male Snap Parts 8

Female Snap Parts 8

Straps 4

Strap Stiffeners 4

Vertical Webbing 2

Total 27

Weight 83.3g

Parts Quantity

Backing 1

Loop Velcro 4

Hook Velcro 1

---- 0

---- 0

---- 0

Total 6

Weight 44.2 g
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ULTRAcomp® is a high-performance laminate that far exceeds the military standard air textured nylon in tear and abrasion 
resistance. Its hydrophobic nature allows products to stay dry and light, whereas air textured nylon retains water and gets 
even heavier when wet.
ULTRAcomp® combines the durability of a polymer based laminate with the benefits of a CORDURA® face fabric. This 
is a case where the sum is greater than the parts in creating a unique material resistant to tear, abrasion and water all 
while reducing IR signature in a number of colors and camouflage patterns. The combined strengths of the two materials 
becoming one pushes the limits on design while exceeding established standards of strength and durability.

QUALITY, EFFICIENCY, & BETTER MANUFACTURING

ULTRAcomp®

WATER RESISTANT

Retains less water weight after 
submersion in water compared 
to competitor material.

FLAME RESISTANT

The material is not only flame 
resistant, it’s self extinguishing

LASER CUT TO PERFECTION

ULTRAcomp® allows for 
precision in construction quality 
& to retain strength: less parts, 
less failures.

CORDURA®

Outer layer consists of Cordura 
with inner proprietary layers and 
a rubberized backing.

Low Dynamic
Absorption
*Percent of Weight Increase
After Submerged in Water

Exceeding Tear
Values
*How many LBS it takes to 
warp/tear the material

Material Increase

ULTRAcomp 5.6%

Squadron 11%

500D® 15%

1000D® 18%

---- 0

---- 0

---- 0

Lighter by: (Up to) 12.4%

Material Pounds

ULTRAcomp 134

Squadron 42.6

500D® 14.1

1000D® 55.5

---- 0

---- 0

---- 0

Stronger by: 78.5 lbs
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MOLLEminus is a revolutionary load carriage platform that is fully MOLLE compatible while being the lightest on the 
market. The same way we made the lightest MOLLE pouch attachment - Helium Whisper™ - system with one piece Helium 
Whisper backers, MOLLEminus™ is a MOLLE compatible platform constructed out of one piece of ULTRAcomp™.
The MOLLE field has been changed to all slots which gives greater flexibility in mounting pouches and maximum signature 
reduction without having another layer of material underneath.

FURTHER WEIGHT SAVINGS WITH ULTRACOMP®

MOLLEminus®

MOLLE COMPATIBLE SLOTS

Compatible with Helium 
Whisper & Traditional MOLLE 
attachment systems.

LIGHTER

Less parts and better material 
allows for a lighter Plate Carrier 
system.

ULTRAcomp®

Built with one sheet of the 
high-performance laminate 
ULTRAcomp.

NEXT GENERATION LOAD CARRIAGE SYSTEM

MOLLEminus

MOLLEminusMOLLEminus™™ & Ten-Speed & Ten-Speed®®

Battle-Proven Load Carriage Design 
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Ten-Speed® was designed to be the pouch you forget is there. The military grade elastic pouch was designed to be truly 
multi-use - holding magazines and other critical items - and lay flat when not in use. If you can fit the item in, it’s now that 
item’s pouch. Once removed, the pouch disappears.
This unique criteria came from our elite military users - units whose mission include “tube fighting” in planes, trains, and 
buses. In this even closer, more compact CQB, bulky pouches can snag or slow you down - time lost that could be the 
difference between mission success and failure.
Ten-Speed pouches are built with the Helium Whisper® Attachment System achieving the slimmest profile and lightest 
weight. The backer is constructed of ULTRAcomp® making the pouches incredibly tough. Ten-Speed® pouches come in 
size ranges built around weapon magazines.

THE LIGHTEST MULTI-USE POUCHES

TEN-SPEED®

MIL GRADE ELASTIC

Securely holds magazine and
 similar sized objects in place
 for quick access.SNAG FREE

Lays flat when empty 
preventing unnecessary bulk.

HELIUM WHISPER BACKER

The most strong and modern 
MOLLE attachment system built 
with ULTRAcomp.

Lays FlatMulti-Use Example

TEN-SPEED® MAGAZINE POUCHES

MULTI-USE

Ten-Speed Military Grade 
Elastic will hold flash bangs, 
small radios, lights, and other 
similar sized objects.
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LARRY VICKERSLARRY VICKERS
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Former 1st SFOD, Trainer, Designer

LARRY VICKERS (LAV)

Larry Vickers is a retired US Army 1st SFOD - Delta 
combat veteran with years of experience in the 
firearms industry as a combat marksmanship 
instructor and industry consultant.

Larry Vickers of Vickers Tactical is a retired US Army 1st SFOD - Delta combat veteran with years of 
experience in the firearms industry as a combat marksmanship instructor and industry consultant. In recent 
years he has hosted several tactical firearms related TV shows. Currently Larry presents videos on the 
Vickers Tactical YouTube channel of which Bravo Company is the presenting sponsor. Larry Vickers special 
operations background is one of the most unique in the industry today; he has been directly or indirectly 
involved in the some of the most significant special operations missions of the last quarter century. During 
Operation Just Cause he participated in Operation Acid Gambit – the rescue of Kurt Muse from Modelo 
Prison in Panama City, Panama. As a tactics and marksmanship instructor on active duty he helped train 
special operations personnel that later captured Saddam Hussein and eliminated his sons Uday and 
Qusay Hussein. In addition, he was directly involved in the design and development of the HK416 
for Tier One SOF use, which was used by Naval Special Warfare personnel to kill Osama 
Bin Laden. Larry Vickers has developed various small arms accessories, with the most 
notable being his signature sling manufactured by Blue Force Gear, Glock accessories by 
Tangodown, and 1911 specific products by Wilson Combat. In addition he has maintained 
strong relationships with premium companies within the firearms industry such as Blue 
Force Gear, BCM, Aimpoint, CCWSafe, Wilson Combat, and Tangodown. He has 
developed and offered a line of Vickers Tactical Glock pistols sold exclusively through 
Lipseys Inc.. He is also author of the Vickers Guide series of firearm books. Larry 
Vickers travels the country conducting combat marksmanship classes for law abiding 
civilians, law enforcement and military.

Who is Larry Vickers?

FROM THE CLASSROOM TO THE RANGE
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“Speed is fine. Accuracy is final...”
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The Patented Vickers Combat Applications Sling™ has revolutionized the way we carry rifles. 
Developed with industry friend, firearms expert, and former 1st SFOD - Delta operational member 
Larry Vickers, the Vickers Combat Applications Sling™ incorporates key features from real world 
experience that makes this effective and durable sling the choice sling requested by name. Over 
300,000 Vickers Slings™ are in use across all branches of service, as well as with allies abroad.

THE WORLD’S STANDARD IN WEAPON SLINGS

Specs:
• 1.25” Sling webbing on the front
• 2.00” Tubular Webbing on padded models
• Overall length is adjustable to accommodate different sized weapons, with or without body armor
• Maximum Unpadded Sling Length – 54” with the Adjuster tightened / 64” fully extended
• Maximum Padded Sling Length – 57” with the Adjuster tightened / 67” fully extended

Build:
• Invista solution dyed CORDURA® webbing
• Patented Quick Adjuster  with Contrasting Pull Tab
• Nylon hardware : glass reinforced DuPont Zytel® Nylon
• Metal hardware : Anodized machined aluminum adjuster, phosphate steel triglides

Invista solution-dyed 
CORDURA® nylon webbing

All-new triglides lay flatter

Lightweight glass reinforced DuPont Zytel® 
nylon hardware

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Snag-free sewing detail

2” Tubular Padding (Padded models only)

Ends attach directly to weapon or additional 
sling hardware

Anatomy of
The VICKERS SLING™

1

2 3

4 6

5
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VICKERS SLINGSVICKERS SLINGS™™

The world’s standard in weapon slings™
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UDCUDC™™ SINGLE POINT SLING SINGLE POINT SLING
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Dedicated One-Point Sling

The UDC™ Padded Bungee Sling is a dedicated single-point sling 
that is both fast and comfortable. The UDC™ Sling has 2” in-line 
padding, similar to the Padded Vickers Slings™, for extra comfort 
that ends in two sections of bungee.

POLYMER 
HARDWARE

METAL MASH 
HOOK

SOFT PADDING STRAP ADAPTERMETAL SLING 
SNAP HOOK

PUSH BUTTON 
SWIVEL

UDC-200-BG-HK-XX | UDC-200-BG-MKH-XX
UDC-200-BG-PB-XX | UDC-200-BG-S-XX

UDC™ one point sling
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ALWAYS Better®
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QUICK ADJUST
PULL TAB

POLYMER
HARDWARE

METAL 
HARDWARE

VCAS-125-OA (NYLON) | VCAS-125-OM (METAL)

VICKERS SLING™

The patented Padded Vickers Sling combines with the tactical sling 
capability of the Vickers Sling with the added comfort of a padded rear 
section.  The 2” in-line pad doesn’t move up or down the sling and is made 
from closed-cell foam that won’t separate or gain water weight. 

The Vickers Combat Application Sling™ comes ready to attach to a 
standard M4 / AR15 or similar weapons. Combined with attachment 
hardware (sold separately), this sling can be adapted to any weapon 
and offers unparalleled versatility in carry positions and instantaneous 
adjustment, all without any webbing tails or springs to fail.

QUICK ADJUST
PULL TAB

QUICK ADJUST
PULL TAB

HEAVY DUTY 
PADDING

SNAG-FREE 
SEWING

MADE IN 
AMERICA

MADE IN 
AMERICA

VCAS-200-OA (NYLON) | VCAS-200-OM (METAL)

VCAS-125-AA-XX

Padded VICKERS SLING™

STANDARD issue VICKERS SLING™

VICKERS SLINGSVICKERS SLINGS™™

The world’s standard in weapon slings

The Standard Issue Vickers Sling is the world’s standard in combat 
weapon slings. After extensive testing and combat evaluations, it’s been 
adopted across all branches of U.S. service and is issued with the USMC 
M27 Infantry Automatic Rifle and authorized for use with the M4, M4A1, 
and M16 series weapons and is even used by foreign allies worldwide.  
NSN: 1005-01-604-0627 (COYOTE BROWN)

1005-01-625-4470 (BLACK)

NSN: NSN: 1005-01-632-4682 (BLACK)
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VICKERS SLINGSVICKERS SLINGS™™
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The world’s standard in weapon slings

The Push Button Sling is a simple classic for weapons with push 
button or “QD” sling swivels on each end.  The front is sewn in and 
the rear is captive to the sling for a stream lined, easy to setup 
sling solution. 

QUICK ADJUST
PULL TAB

QUICK RELEASE 
BUTTON

POLYMER 
HARDWARE

VCAS-PB

Vickers pb sling™

The Vickers ONE Sling brings all the features of the VCAS into a slimmer, 
more compact design. The Vickers ONE™ Sling combines 1” webbing and 
custom hardware to create a sling that functions the same as the Vickers 
Sling, but approximately 23% less weight.

QUICK ADJUST
PULL TAB

POLYMER
HARDWARE

LIGHTWEIGHT 
MATERIAL

VCAS-100-OA (NYLON)

VICKERS one SLING™

The Vickers 221 Sling is a convertible two point to single point 
sling by using pushbutton sling swivels or the even faster RED™ 
Swivel while still retaining the instant adjustability as in all Vickers 
Slings.  Available in several options including padded versions. 

HEAVY DUTY 
PADDING

QUICK RELEASE 
PULL TAB

MADE IN 
AMERICA

VCAS-2TO1 | VCAS-2TO1

VICKERS 221 SLING™
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Designed for heavier weapons and light machine guns, the Vickers 
SAW Sling features burn resistant Nomex front webbing and an in-
line pad similar to the Padded Vickers Sling.  

The M240 Sling is the largest Vickers Sling made – designed for M240 
and other larger weapon platforms.  The front webbing is constructed 
with Nomex to prevent burn throughs and features a larger double sided 
movable pad for greater comfort while carrying. 

The Standard AK Sling was designed from the ground up to be the 
perfect sling for the world’s most prolific small arm to match the 
qualities of the AK – simple, durable & functional.

NOMEX® FRONT 
WEBBING

NOMEX® FRONT 
WEBBING

POLYMER 
HARDWARE

SOFT PADDING

SOFT PADDING

UNIVERSAL
WIRE LOOP

POLYMER & METAL 
HARDWARE

POLYMER & METAL 
HARDWARE

QUICK ADJUST 
PULL TAB

VCAS-SAW

VCAS-M240

K-SP-0046

VICKERS M249 Saw SLING™

VICKERS m240 SLING™

Standard AK sling™

NSN: 1005-01-625-9277 (COYOTE BROWN)
1005-01-621-8778 (BLACK)
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CUSTOM SLING CONFIGURATORCUSTOM SLING CONFIGURATOR
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Endless Options – Just For You

 NOBODY MAKES THE SLING YOU WANT?

BUILD IT YOURSELF!

The Custom Sling Builder allows you to make the perfect custom sling for your individual weapon.   From unique color 
combinations of webbing and hardware to hardware sewn on for a specific weapon, it’s all possible now! 

For the first-time users, please read through so we can make you the best sling possible.  Follow the steps below to choose 
how the sling is built - with 12 color options, 7 hardware versions, and 14 front and rear hardware attachment options there 
are thousands of possibilities.  We’ll walk you through the process to give you the best sling with the best fit!

The Sling Builder walks you through the components of the sling starting at the front (the Adjuster side).  This would be 
the end that attaches toward the muzzle of an AR15, AKM, or similar modern sporting rifle or shotgun.  As you select each 
option, you will see your sling being “built” in the image to the left. What you see is what you will get!

Each sling you build will be custom sewn by one of our expert sling sewers in our Savannah Georgia facility.   Please allow 
an extra 3 days for your sling to be built. If you need a sling quicker, please select one of our on-the-shelf Vickers Slings 
that will be able to ship out within 48 hours.

 WELCOME TO THE CUSTOM VICKERS SLING BUILDER!

Optional Sewn Detail Back Webbing Colors

front webbing colors

attachment hardware options

hardware options

Adjuster Pull Tab Colors
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The GMT Sling – or Give Me Tail – is a better version of the classic tailed sling.  For 
those that are used to tailed slings or those that need greater adjustability – you no 
longer have to suffer from substandard materials or design – with the GMT Sling you 
get the same quality over 300,000 Vickers Sling users across the world have come to 
depend on. 

The GMT Sling is built with a stiffer webbing that prevents the webbing from accidentally inserting it in the wrong places 
on guns and gear. Instead of a re-purposed ruck strap buckle or flimsy ladder locks – the GMT Sling features a brand 
new design using double locking cam mechanism that doesn’t have any springs that can fail and allows smooth even 
adjustment both lengthening and tightening. 

GMT-125-OA-XX | GMT-100-OA-XX   

GMT Sling

Two part friction buckle / adjustment pull tab

100% Made in America

1.

2.

3.

4.

Heavy duty, lightweight nylon hardware

Extended adjustable tail

Anatomy of
The GMT SLING

1 2

4
3

GMTGMT™™ Sling Sling
Superior Tailed Sling
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ALWAYS professional

ANY WEAPON, ANYWHERE.
The Vickers Combat Applications range of slings are designed for those who not only WANT the best, but EXPECT 
the best. Our slings, much like our customers aren’t relegated to a single purpose, and whether you’re patrolling the 
streets of Atlanta or some dark corner of the world your sling should be the last thing on your mind. The Vickers Sling 
keeps it that way...

VCAS-200-OA  | 
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Sling HardwareSling Hardware
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red™ swivel

mash HOOK

PUSH BUTTON QD swivel 1.25”

molded UWL™

Sling snap hook

PUSH BUTTON QD Swivel 1”
P-RED-100-XX (1”)

P-MASH-100-XX

P-PB-125-XX

UWL-PB-P-275-XX

P-HK-100-XX

P-PB-100-XX

P-RED-125-XX (1.25”)

Attach Any Sling

MASH Hooks are an excellent alternative to 
HK Hooks and provide a secure and fast sling 
connection for weapons with larger eyelets 
such as AKs.  The MASH Hook is activated 
by squeezing the center tabs together which 
opens the gate for installation and removal from 
eyelets.

The Push Button QD Sling Swivel provides a 
secure, quiet sling attachment point and allows 
slings to be quickly removed and installed on 
multiple weapons.  The Push Button Sling 
Swivel can be threaded on to any Vickers Sling. 

Sling Snap Hooks are fast, secure sling 
attachment hardware that allows quick 
installation and removal of any sling they are 
attached to.  The Sling Snap Hook has a 1” sling 
slot and fits on any Vickers Combat Applications 
Sling.

The Push Button QD Sling Swivel provides a 
secure, quiet sling attachment point and allows 
slings to be quickly removed and installed on 
multiple weapons.  The Push Button Sling 
Swivel can be threaded on to any Vickers Sling. 

The RED Swivel is a true emergency quick re-
lease swivel that allows the user to quickly free 
himself from his weapon for emergency egress 
and other times when the user must untangle 
himself from his weapon.  

The Molded Universal Wire Loop™ brings the 
unparalleled versatility of the Universal Wire 
Loop with a lighter more cost effective assembly.  
The Molded UWL™ allows for a Vickers Sling or 
other slings 1.25” or thinner to attach to eyelets, 
slots, rail holes, or other unique mounting points 
on weapons.

Belt Fed Loop
UWL-UL2-125-XX

The Belt Fed Loop offers a loop-and-lock 
attachment system for securing the weapon sling 
to the rifle. The forged aluminum body makes it 
the toughest, most heat resistant hardware from 
the BFG sling loop series. This design allows for 
the same versatility found in the UWL, without 
needing to remove the sling from the hardware.

UNIVERSAL WIRE LOOP™
UWL-325-XX (3.25”)

UWL-625-XX (6.25”)

The Universal Wire Loop is one of the most 
versatile sling attachment points made.  A 
flexible nylon coated stainless steel wire allows 
for a sling attachment through eyelets, loops, 
slots, or any other opening that the wire fits 
through. 

ULOOP™
UWL-UL1-100-XX (1”)

UWL-UL1-125-XX (1.25”)

The world no longer has to tolerate loud, jangly 
sling attachments, hooks that eat up aluminum 
and plastic eyelets, or hardware pieces that take 
too long to attach and remove. With the Patent 
Pending ULoop finally on the scene, the hook 
and clip extinction event has begun.

NSN: 1005-01-613-5784
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Sling HardwareSling Hardware
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Attach Any Sling

heavy duty side release

SLING SLEEVEELASTIC HOOK COVER

P-SSQD-125-XX

SLINGSLEEVE-500-XXHC-XX

The Side Release Swivel allows for the secure 
attachment of a VCAS to traditional sling swivel 
studs found on many hunting rifles, shotguns, 
and modern bolt action rifles. The Side Release 
Swivel provides a 1.25” sling slot and is 
phosphate finished for corrosion protection.

The Elastic Hook Cover installs over attachment 
hardware such as Sling Snap Hooks or MASH 
Hooks and reduces noise and prevents 
scratching of the weapon’s finish.  The Hook 
Covers are slightly tapered to fit securely on 
hooks or other hardware.

The Sling Sleeve™ is a 5” long tube of military 
grade elastic that holds your sling neat and snag-
free but remains ready for instant deployment.  
To use, “Z fold” your sling taut and slip the Sling 
Sleeve over the bundle. To deploy, simply grab 
the sling and pull. 

burnsed socket
P-PBF-P-125

The Burnsed Socket is a standalone part that 
turns a Vickers Combat Applications Sling into 
a 2 to 1 Point convertible sling when used in 
conjunction with a Push Button Sling Swivel or 
RED Swivel.  

RAIL MOUNTED FIXED LOOP
RMFL-125-XX

The Rail Mounted Fixed Loop (RMFL) allows 
a quiet, secure sling mount to railed forends.  
Machined from aluminum and hard coat 
anodized, the RMFL provides a solid and silent 
sling loop on MilSpec 1913 hand guard rails 
(may require minor fitting on others). 

A1/A2 Buttstock adapter
A2B-XX

The A1/A2 Buttstock Adapter (A2B) provides 
an ambidextrous connection point on the top of 
M16/AR15 A1, A2, and A4 buttstocks. The A2B 
brings the sling attachment point to the top of the 
weapon, reducing the tendency for the weapon 
to flip upside down. It works best when paired 
with the Vickers Sling™.
NSN: 1005-01-609-5088 (COYOTE BROWN)

1005-01-625-4154 (BLACK)

NSN: 1005-01-589-7062
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ALWAYS covered

LIGHTEN THE LOAD
5.56mm burning downrange at the cyclic rate a little weak for your taste? How about 84mms of HEAT? Don’t worry, 
we’ve got a sling for that. Coupled with any of the sling hardware from our BFG wireloop family, the VCAS-SAW sling 
comfortably fits the SAAB manufactured Carl-Gustaf®.

VCAS-SAW  | 

NSN: 1005-01-609-5088 (COYOTE BROWN)
1005-01-625-4154 (BLACK)
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Trauma Kit NOW!Trauma Kit NOW!™™
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Full Line of Trauma Kits

MICRO Trauma kit now! Plus+MICRO Trauma kit now! Nano
HW-TKN-PLUS-XXX-XXTKN-NANO-XXX-XX

TKR-NANO-ESS TKR-MICRO-ESS TKR-PLUS-ESS
TKR-NANO-PRO TKR-MICRO-PRO TKR-PLUS-PRO
TKR-NANO-ADV TKR-MICRO-ADV TKR-PLUS-ADV

The MTKN! Nano was designed for low-
profile missions and Every Day Carry (EDC). 
Containing the basics to stop a single life-
threatening bleed, the Nano is the smallest 
and lightest kit in the BFG MED line. Like all 
BFG MED kits, it’s available in three fill levels 
(Essentials, Pro, Advanced).

The MTKN! Plus+ answers the call of customers 
who wanted the design and functionality of 
the MTKN! with the ability to fit standard full-
sized medical components. It fills this need by 
expanding the pouch and components shingle 
while still maintaining the compactness and 
ambidextrous capabilities of the MTKN!

micro TRAUMA KIT NOW!
HW-TKN-MTKN-XXX-XX

The MTKN! remains a favorite of military, first 
responder and civilian users. Available in belt 
and Helium Whisper attachment configurations, 
the proprietary miniaturized trauma components 
provide the capabilities of a full sized IFAK in 
the size and weight of a less equipped kit and is 
designed for ambidextrous use.

BT-TKN-MTKN-XXX-XX

New for 2022, all BFG MED pouches 
will now be available filled at the factory 
with three levels of premium medical 
components hand selected by our 
experienced Special Operations Medical 
staff to match the skill level and mission 
profile of the user.  The ESSENTIALS 
fill level is for the individual with minimal 
medical background looking to address 
the #1 cause of traumatic death, bleeding.  
The PRO fill level was designed primarily 
for First Responders to bridge the gap 
between injury and arrival of advanced 
medical providers.  PRO contents were 
selected to allow the flattest configuration 
possible for those long shifts seated in a 
vehicle.  ADVANCED is the most popular 
configuration in service with police, military, medical personnel and trained providers worldwide.  The ADVANCED fill treats 
traumatic injuries in accordance with the MARCH protocol*.  (Proof of medical authorization required for purchase due to 
restricted medical contents.)  For those individuals who desire a custom configuration or only need a partial component fill, 
all medical components are now available individually at www.blueforcegear.com for a la carte purchase and packing into 
the kit of your choice.

*SEE WEBSITE FOR OTHER KIT FILLS.

MICRO TRAUMA KIT NOW! FILLS*
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TKR-SMALL-ESS TKR-MEDIUM-ESS TKR-LARGE-ESS
TKR-SMALL-PRO TKR-MEDIUM-PRO TKR-LARGE-PRO
TKR-SMALL-ADV TKR-MEDIUM-ADV TKR-LARGE-ADV

TRAUMA KIT NOW! LargeTRAUMA KIT NOW! MEDIUMTRAUMA KIT NOW! SMALL
HW-TKN-LG-XXX-XXHW-TKN-MED-XXX-XXHW-TKN-SM-XXX-XX

The original BFG MED kit.  Featuring the one 
hand pull shingle system, the TKN! MEDIUM 
allows the user to carry a full complement of 
medical components in a compact system 
that allows those components to be pulled 
and utilized in a field setting while maintaining 
organization and security of the items.

Mirroring the design of the classic TKN! 
MEDIUM, the expanded size of the TKN! LARGE 
allows for the carriage of even more medical 
components. For organizations that mandate 
a specific medical load out or for advanced 
medical providers carrying specialized medical 
equipment in quantity, the LARGE can take it all.

The TKN! SMALL mirrors the one hand pull 
shingle design of the classic TKN! MEDIUM but 
in a familiar double M4 magazine pouch footprint.  
Available with the patented BFG Helium Whisper 
attachment system, the TKN! SMALL lends itself 
to vest or battle belt mounting.  
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BOO BOO KIT pouch, EMPTY
HW-M-BBK-EMPTY-XX

Designed to carry non-trauma kit first aid items 
such as bandages or lip balm.  It can also hold 
any number of non-medical items such as 30 
rounds of 5.56mm on stripper clips, handcuffs, 
cleaning kit, batteries, wad of cash or a can of 
dip.  Only takes up a 2x2 section of MOLLE.  A 
small price to pay for that much awesomeness.

TOURNIQUET hammock
M-TQH-HMK2-XX

The easy way to add a tourniquet holder to 
your MTKN! or other pouch with three columns 
of Helium Whisper / MOLLE. Can be mounted 
above or below your med kit / pouch. Ten Speed 
construction allows the storage of non-medical 
devices of a similar size and shape. Also 
available in a version to hold trauma shears.

tourniquet now! strap
M-TQH-TNS-XX

The Tourniquet NOW!TM Strap features two 
elastic loops and a hard backer that slips behind 
3 rows of MOLLE loops to hold most brands 
of tourniquet in place on any MOLLE surface.  
Additionally, the TKN! MEDIUM and TKN! 
LARGE pouches have special cuts to allow the 
strap to fit directly on top of the pouch lid.

TOURNIQUET NOW! POUCH
BT-TQH-TNOW-XXX-XX

Balancing speed of deployment against 
protection of the tourniquet.  Designed to fit most 
commercially available tourniquets, a simple pull 
of the BLIP equipped handle frees the Pouch to 
swing open for easy removal of the tourniquet 
from the internal Ten Speed retainer. Can be 
worn on a belt or MOLLE surface.

WT

WHITE

YW

YELLOWcyflek blue BLACK

cBL

The distinctive MED Cross found 
on every BFG trauma kit provides 
a visual indicator that you have one 
of the finest trauma kits available 
for purchase. The MED Cross 
accepts colored inserts to change 
the appearance of your kit. All 
kits come with a BFG Blue insert 
installed. Additional inserts of 
Blue Cyflek (luminous/reflective), 
black, gray, yellow, and white are 
available as an Accessory Pack.

COLOR INSERT OPTIONS
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MARCOMARCO
more light, less weight

MARCO REFILL PACK

MARCO DISPENSER

KYDEX MARCO POUCH (belt)
MARCO-01-GREEN-REFILL-1EA

MARCO-01-GREEN-1EA-XX

BT-KYDEX-MARCO-01-XX

The 2” marking lights put out the same light 
under night vision devices as taped up 4” or 6” 
chem lights and is designed to prevent accidental 
breaks and glow.  The MARCO holds 30 - 2” in a 
package smaller than a standard M4 mag.

The Kydex Pouch for MARCO® Marking Light 
Dispenser holds a single MARCO dispenser 
securely in a thermo-formed Kydex pouch. This 
heavy-duty belt-clip can be adjusted for right and 
left-hand use as well as for optimal position and 
angle. Simply slide the dispenser in place and 
you are good to go. 

The Ten-Speed Pouch for MARCO™ Dispenser 
is designed to be placed on any MOLLE 
compatible surface to provide easy access to the 
MARCO. The pouch is constructed of combat 
proven military grade Ten-Speed® elastic to 
securely retain the MARCO dispenser and the 
Helium Whisper® MOLLE attachment system.

The Ten-Speed Belt Pouch Hanger for MARCO® 
Dispenser is designed to be worn hanging off the 
belt or attached directly to combat pants. The 
pouch places the MARCO dispenser in a similar 
position as a 4- or 6-inch marking light bundle. 

The refill kit contains 30 individual 2” marking 
light sticks in a resealable bag and allows 
the user to load one or all of the light sticks in 
a MARCO Dispenser.  Just tear the top off 
the resealable bag and gently load into the 
MARCO® dispenser.  

Marco pouch single Marco pouch SINGLE (belt)
HW-TSP-MARCO-1-XX BT-TSP-MARCO-1-XX

Gone are the days of 100mph tape, 550 cord, and the frustration of your marking light bundles. Envisioned after many 
wasted hours of prepping traditional 4” and 6” chem lights, the MARCO® Marking Light Dispenser is an incredibly efficient 
and compact way to carry marking sticks for room clearing and many other applications. These disposable marking light 
stick dispensers take seconds to prep, rip open the foil packaging and slap the MARCO dispenser into the belt, MOLLE 
or Kydex carrying pouch.

The 2” marking lights put out the same light under night vision devices as taped up 4” or 6” chem lights and is designed to 
prevent accidental breaks and glow.  The MARCO holds 30 - 2” marking lights that give roughly the same lumen output as 
a taped up 4” traditional chem sticks in a package smaller than a standard M4 mag.  

The MARCO is perfect for a multitude of applications in which People, Places, and Things need to be marked.
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To equip millions of good people with the 
gear, knowledge, and mindset they need 
to be always better®.

OUR VISION
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CHLK BELTCHLK BELT
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INTRODUCING BFG’S STRONGER, NATURAL FORM-FITTING BELT

Natural contours for correct body alignment

Separate inner belt for quick belt removal

Custom-Molded Polymer Glove Hanger

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Heavy duty COBRA® Buckle

Heavy duty handle

Anatomy of
CHLK BELT

The Lightweight MOLLEminus CHLK Belt is a revolutionary approach to the modern battle belt 
– able to act as a low profile pistol belt or a full capacity MOLLE belt kit. The Belt starts with an 
inner belt that is worn weaving through your pant loops and is reversible to be pattern matched 
and can be worn as a standalone pistol belt. The outer belt is fully MOLLE compatible with 
MOLLEminus™ technology using slots instead of traditional webbing. 

BELT-CHLK-03-YY-XX

CHLK BELT

3

1

2

4 5
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GRID BELTGRID BELT
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 Advanced Duty Belt

Natural contours for correct body alignment

Separate inner belt for quick belt removal

Custom-Molded Polymer Glove Hanger

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Glass-filled Nylon Buckle/Optional COBRA 
Buckle Upgrade

Open design, MOLLEminus field

Anatomy of
GRID BELT

The GRID Belt is a streamlined, lighter adaptation to the CHLK Belt. By removing both 
tether loops and load rated capabilities, we’ve opened the belt up for easier access to 
additional gear placement real estate. This allows ground elements more space to work 
without unnecessary tether points impeding them and still retaining the effectiveness and 
comfort that the belt was designed to provide.

BELT-GRID-01-YY-XX

GRID BELT

3
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2

4 5
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BELT MOUNTED POUCHESBELT MOUNTED POUCHES
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Pepper spray pouch (belt)

TEN-SPEED SINGLE (belt) Magazine DUMP POUCH (belt)

TEN-SPEED PISTOL 2 (belt)

TEN-SPEED SINGLE (belt)

TEN-SPEED BATON POUCHTEN-SPEED PISTOL 1 (belt)

TEN-SPEED CUFF pouch (belt)
BT-OC-01-XX

BT-TSP-M4-LM-XX (LOW) BT-DP-S-XX

BT-TSP-PISTOL-2-XX

BT-TSP-M4-HM-XX (HIGH)

BT-TSP-BATON-01-XXBT-TSP-PISTOL-1-XX

BT-TSP-CUFF-01-XX

BT-TSP-M4-1-HZ

From Duty to Everyday Load Carriage

The Baton Belt Pouch attaches to belts on 
regular everyday pants, rigger’s belts or duty 
belts with a hook and loop attachment system. 
The attachment system is split so the pouch can 
be attached on both sides of a belt loop to keep 
the pouch from rotating. 

The Low Rise M4 Belt Pouch combines the 
combat-proven Ten-Speed® military-grade 
elastic with a belt attachment system anyone 
can use.  The Low Rise M4 Belt Pouch holds 
one M4 magazine or similar sized item lower on 
the belt for easier access during reloading. 

The Belt Mounted Double Pistol Pouch brings 
combat-proven Ten-Speed multi-use pouches to 
a belt platform. The Ten-Speed® pouch securely 
holds two single pistol magazines while allowing 
for immediate accessibility. The pouch uses a 
hook and loop closure system to attach to belts 
or duty belts up to 2.0 inches in width.

The High Rise M4 Belt Pouch combines the 
combat-proven Ten-Speed® military-grade 
elastic with a belt attachment system anyone 
can use.  The High Rise M4 Belt Pouch holds 
one M4 magazine or similar sized item higher up 
on the belt for maximum concealability. 

The Belt Mounted Pistol Pouch brings combat-
proven Ten-Speed multi-use pouches to a belt 
platform. The Ten-Speed® pouch securely 
holds a single pistol magazine while allowing for 
immediate accessibility. The pouch uses a hook 
and loop closure system to attach to belts or 
duty belts up to 2.0 inches in width.

The Belt Mounted Cuff Pouch holds a set of 
cuffs for undercover or plain clothes use.  The 
Ten-Speed military grade elastic holds one set of 
linked or hinged handcuffs secure with a  metal 
snap at the top of the pouch. The pouch uses a
hook and loop closure system to attach to belts
or duty belts up to 2.0 inches in width.

The Pepper Spray Belt Pouch holds common 
pepper or OC spray canisters (Mk3 sized or 
4-1/2”H x 1-1/2”D) in a slim, low profile belt 
mounted pouch. The pouch uses a hook and 
loop closure system to attach to belts or duty 
belts up to 2.0 inches in width.

The Belt Mounted Dump Belt Pouch brings the 
redefining Ten-Speed® Ultralight Dump Pouch 
to your belt.  While not in use, the pouch’s bag 
portion stays folded under Ten-Speed® elastic, 
making it extremely compact. When needed, a 
simple pull on the bottom tab deploys a bag big 
enough to hold 10 M4 magazines. 
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more light, less weight

ALWAYS ABLE
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Two-4 Waist bag Trauma Kit Now! Medium

VICKERS RIFLE SLING CHLK Belt

pg. 44 pg. 29

pg. 16 pg. 34

1 3

2 4
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double pistol mag pouch marco marking system

multi radio bikini pouch plate 6 carrier

pg. 48 pg. 31

pg. 50 pg. 40

5 7

6 8
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PLATEminusPLATEminus™  ™  PLATE CARRIERSPLATE CARRIERS
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 Advanced MOLLEminus Plate Carriers

PLATEminus is the ultra-minimalist plate carrier designed to fit 
SAPI or ESAPI plates using MOLLEminus™ technology built from 
battle proven ULTRAcomp®.

QUICK ADJUST
HANDLE

ADJUSTABLE
VELCRO

COMS CABLE 
MANAGEMENT

MM-PLATE-3-YY-XX

Plateminus™ 5

The PLATEminus 6 is the most advanced PLATEminus armor 
carrier – full featured including integrated admin pouch, drag 
handle, wiring and hydration routing, 6” x 6” side plate pockets, 
and Ten-Speed cummerbund.

ADMIN POCKET CARRY HANDLE TEN-SPEED®
MAG POUCH

MM-PLATE-6-YY-XX

Plateminus™ 6
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Full Featured, Battle Proven Plate Carrier

1. Side panel BLIP™ (Ball Loaded Index Point)

2. TEN-SPEED® cummerbund

3. Wire control loops

4. Integrated carry handle

5. Admin pouch

6. MOLLEminus® Attachment Fields 

Anatomy of
PLATEminus™ 6

1

2

3

4

5

6
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CHEST RIGS & BANDOLIERSCHEST RIGS & BANDOLIERS
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lightweight. modular. load-bearing...

Designed as an ultralight fighting load with built in Ten-Speed magazine 
pouches in the front, 3 x 3 MOLLE fields on each side to add additional 
pouches or medical gear, and a large internal document pocket.  Available 
in M4 or larger .308 size magazine versions.

The RACKminus combines fully MOLLE compatible 
MOLLEminus™ technology with ULTRAcomp® to create a 
lightweight, durable platform for a custom chest rig with removable 
H-Harness shoulder straps. 

A standalone bandolier for 6 M4 mags or an ultra-minimalist 
chest rig – the Ten-Speed Bandolier features 6 M4 sized elastic 
pockets for mags, medical gear, radios, or other essentials with 
two removable shoulder straps. 

TEN-SPEED® 
AND MOLLE

MOLLE MINUS 
SYSTEM

LIES FLAT
WHEN EMPTY

POLYMER
HARDWARE

LIGHTWEIGHT 
DESIGN

HUGS BODY 
CONTOURS

MADE IN 
AMERICA

MODULAR 

EASY TO ADJUST

TSP-CHESTRIG-M4-XX

MM-CHESTRIG-6-XX

TSP-M4-6-XX

TEN-SPEED® CHEST RIG

MOLLEMINUS™ Chest rig V6

m4 bandolier six pack
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The RACKminus™ 762 chest rig is a modular, intuitive kit that’s been 
built around a lightweight chassis to support 4 stackable SR25 pouches. 
Included features are integral comms attachment architecture, padded 
shoulder straps, an inside map pocket, org system to fit with the TKN nano, 
and front zipper “zips down to 
close” to ensure optimal comfort 
for the wearer.

The RACKminus™ M4 Chest Rig has all the features of a professionally 
optimized load bearing kit and more. Based around a minimalist chassis, 
this kit includes 4 Ten-speed, stackable M4 pouches. Included features 
are integral comms attachment architecture, padded shoulder straps, an 
inside map pocket, org system to 
fit with the TKN nano, and front 
zipper “zips down to close” to 
ensure optimal comfort for the 
wearer.

The latest generation in MOLLEminus belt kits is a modern version of the 
M-1956 LCE with modern materials and cutting edge tech. Most noticeable 
over typical belt kits is the precision laser cut MOLLEminus™ grid that 
uses slots to create a fully MOLLE compatible field all around the belt.

QUICK ADJUST
PULL TAB

QUICK ADJUST
PULL TAB

HEAVY DUTY 
HARDWARE

SNAG-FREE 
SEWING

HEAVY DUTY 
PADDING

PADDED 
CUMMERBUND

QUICK RELEASE

PADDED 
SHOULDERS

MOLLEMINUS 
ATTACHMENT

MM-TSP-CHESTRIG-SR25-MC

MM-TSP-CHESTRIG-M4-01-MC

MM-BELT-03

Rackminus™ 762 chest rig

Rackminus™ M4 Chest rig

BELTminus v3
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Heavy duty adjustable waistband

External Ten-Speed tourniquet stowage

Water resistant zipper

Plate carrier attachment placard

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

MOLLE loops for additional pouch mounting

MOLLE compatible hook & loop  field

Internal storage slots for organization

Straps that allow the user to carry a tripod if needed

Anatomy of
TWO-4 WAIST BAG

This Two-4 Waist bag was designed as a general support pouch to function in tandem 
with the operator’s plate carrier or as a standalone waist mounted pouch, providing 
supplemental storage space for mission critical gear. With an extremely adaptable layout, 
you’ll find easy access to any comms, admin, ammo, and medical items, not easily stored 
within your plate carrier or combat belt. 

DAP-WAISTPACK-01-XX

Two-4 Waist bag

3

8

1

6

5

2
4
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Inner Hook and Loop System: Dapper 
Compatible (See Page 49-50 for options)

Fastex Buckle

MOLLEminus® Attachment Fields 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Ten-Speed® Multi-Use Pouches

Signature reducing color matched loop field 
and zipper

Anatomy of
Munitions Bag

The Munitions Bag was originally a design requested by Law Enforcement to carry 
various ammunition, specifically 15x 40MMs. We replaced the inner loop fields of the bag 
with a hook and loop system to allow for a more universal customization of this bag. The 
Dapper™ line allows for a variety of magazine pouch sizes and loop fields to be used on 
the inside. The outer space of the pack features MOLLEminus fields to two Ten-Speed® 
Elastic pockets. 

DAP-SATCHEL-01-XX

Munitions bag

1

4

3

2

5
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Ten-SpeedTen-Speed®® Mag Pouches Mag Pouches
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E DOUBLE M4 MAG POUCH

TRIPLE M4 MAG POUCH HORIZONTAL TRIPLE M4 MAG POUCH (flaps)

SINGLE M4 MAG POUCH TRIPLE M4 MAG POUCH

SINGLE M4 MAG POUCH HORIZONTAL

HW-TSP-M4-2-XX

HW-TSP-M4-3-HZ-XX HW-TSP-M4-3-FLAP-XX

HW-TSP-M4-1-XX HW-TSP-M4-3-XX

HW-TSP-M4-1-HZ-XX

The Lightest, Thinnest Mult-iuse Magazine Pouch

The Ten-Speed™ Single M4 Pouch is a multi-
use magazine pouch that is the perfect blend 
of speed and security. Made of military grade 
elastic, the pouch holds one M4 mag or similar 
sized item. When empty, the pouch lies flat and 
the Helium Whisper® attachment system is the 
lightest magazine pouch on the market.

The Ten-Speed™ Triple M4 Pouch is a multi-
use magazine pouch that is the perfect blend 
of speed and security. Made of military grade 
elastic, the pouch holds three M4 mags or similar 
sized items. When empty, the pouch lies flat and 
the Helium Whisper® attachment system is the 
lightest magazine pouch on the market.

The Ten-Speed Single M4 Mag Pouch holds one 
M4 magazine and is the perfect blend of speed 
and security.   Ten-Speed® pouches use military 
grade elastic combined with ULTRAcomp to 
create a multi-use pouch that is weighs almost 
nothing and lays flat when not in use.

The Ten-Speed® Single Stackable M4 Pouch is 
a multi-use magazine pouch.. Made of military 
grade elastic and ULTRAcomp™ laminate, the 
Single M4 Pouch holds one M4 mag or similar 
sized items such as flash bangs or trauma 
dressings. When empty, the pouch lies flat for 
less bulk. 

The Ten-Speed® Triple Stackable M4 Pouch is 
a multi-use magazine pouch. Made of military 
grade elastic and ULTRAcomp™ laminate, the 
Triple M4 Pouch holds three M4 mags or similar 
sized items such as flash bangs or trauma 
dressings. When empty, the pouch lies flat for 
less bulk. 

The Ten-Speed® Double Stackable M4 Pouch 
is a multi-use magazine pouch. Made of military 
grade elastic and ULTRAcomp™ laminate, the 
Double M4 Pouch holds two M4 mags or similar 
sized items such as flash bangs or trauma 
dressings. When empty, the pouch lies flat for 
less bulk. 

The Ten-Speed™ Double M4 Pouch is a multi-
use magazine pouch that is the perfect blend 
of speed and security. Made of military grade 
elastic, the pouch holds two M4 mags or similar 
sized items. When empty, the pouch lies flat and 
the Helium Whisper® attachment system is the 
lightest magazine pouch on the market.

The Ten-Speed™ Triple M4 Pouch is a multi-
use magazine pouch that is the perfect blend 
of speed and security. Made of military grade 
elastic, the pouch holds three M4 mags or 
similar sized items. When empty, the pouch lies 
flat and the Helium Whisper® attachment system 
is the lightest magazine pouch on the market.

The Ten-Speed™ Triple M4 Mag Pouch with 
flaps includes the same mag retention tech as 
our other Ten-Speed pouches with the added 
level of retention that comes with a flap that’s not 
only adjustable, but detachable as well. Perfect 
for those seeking that extra peace of mind that 
comes with a covered mag pouch.

SINGLE M4 MAG POUCH (STACK) Triple m4 mag pouch (stack)DOUBLE M4 MAG POUCH (STACK)

HW-TSP-M4-1-SB-XX HW-TSP-M4-3-SB-XXHW-TSP-M4-2-SB-XX

NSN: 8465-01-612-3165 (MULTICAM)
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Double m4 magazine pouchTriple mag now! PouchSINGLE MAG NOW! POUCH

Single pistol mag pouch double pistol mag pouch

HW-M-2M4-1-XXHW-M-MN-M4-3-XXHW-M-MN-M4-1-XX

HW-M-PISTOL-1-XX HW-M-PISTOL-2-XX

BT-TSP-M4-1-HZ

The Double M4 Magazine Pouch holds two M4 
magazines. An elastic band keeps two mags 
quiet and when one mag is removed, keeps the 
remaining mag in place. The Double M4 Mag 
Pouch is half the weight of current Issue mag 
pouches without sacrificing durability or security. 

The Triple M4 Magazine Pouch is an immediate-
access open-top magazine pouch that uses 
molded rubber “pull tabs” instead of sewn 
webbing via traditional bungee pouches. The 
Mag NOW! Pouch is built with ULTRAcomp® and 
has a MOLLEminus™ front, making it “stackable” 
with other MOLLE pouches.

This pouch is an immediate-access open-top 
magazine pouch that uses molded rubber “pull 
tabs” instead of sewn webbing via traditional 
bungee pouches. The Mag NOW! Pouch is built 
with ULTRAcomp® and has a MOLLEminus™ 
front, making it “stackable” with other MOLLE 
pouches.

The Single Pistol Mag Pouch holds a single or 
double stack pistol mag (up to and including 
double stack HK45 mags), a light, or multi-tool. 
Only occupying 2 rows of MOLLE, the Single 
Pistol Mag Pouch can be mounted on the sides 
of the Admin Pouch or on top of the Trauma Kit 
NOW!™.

The Single Pistol Mag Pouch holds a single or 
double stack pistol mag (up to and including 
double stack HK45 mags), a light, or multi-tool. 
Only occupying 2 rows of MOLLE, the Single 
Pistol Mag Pouch can be mounted on the sides 
of the Admin Pouch or on top of the Trauma Kit 
NOW!™.

The Ten-Speed™ Double SR25 Pouch is a 
multi-use magazine pouch that is the perfect 
blend of speed and security. Made of military 
grade elastic, the pouch holds two SR25 mags 
or similar items. When empty, the pouch lies flat 
and the Helium Whisper® attachment system is 
the lightest magazine pouch on the market. 

The Ten-Speed™ Single SR25 Pouch is a multi-
use magazine pouch that is the perfect blend 
of speed and security. Made of military grade 
elastic, the pouch holds one SR25 mag or similar 
sized item. When empty, the pouch lies flat and 
the Helium Whisper® attachment system is the 
lightest magazine pouch on the market.

The Ten-Speed™ Triple SR25 Pouch is a multi-
use magazine pouch that is the perfect blend 
of speed and security. Made of military grade 
elastic, the pouch holds three SR25 mags or 
similar items. When empty, the pouch lies flat 
and the Helium Whisper® attachment system is 
the lightest magazine pouch on the market. 

DOUBLE 308 MAG POUCHSINGLE 308 MAG POUCH TRIPLE 308 MAG POUCH
HW-TSP-SR25-2-XXHW-TSP-SR25-1-XX HW-TSP-SR25-3-XX

triple m4 mag POUCH
HW-M-1M4-3-XX

Fits either one star cluster or parachute signal 
flare.  Also works with some firearm suppressors 
that are less than 1.5” in diameter and greater 
than 9” in length like the Surefire FA762SS or 
AAC MK13-SD™.

NSN: 8465-01-612-3168 (MULTICAM)
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Single MP7 Mag Pouch

POP FLARE POUCH

Quad Mp7 Mag Pouch

Smoke grenade pouch

Triple Mp7 Mag Pouch

FRAG GRENADE POUCH

HW-TSP-MP7-1-XX

HW-M-FLARE-XX

HW-TSP-MP7-4-XX

HW-M-SMOKE-1-XX

HW-TSP-MP7-3-XX

HW-M-FRAG-1-XX

The Ten-Speed Single MP7 Mag Pouch was 
designed around the MP7 magazine but is 
the perfect size for almost all submachine gun 
mags, batons, longer lights, or other similar 
sized items.

Fits either one star cluster or parachute signal 
flare.  Also works with some firearm suppressors 
that are less than 1.5” in diameter and greater 
than 9” in length like the Surefire FA762SS or 
AAC MK13-SD™.

The Ten-Speed Triple MP7 Mag Pouch was 
designed around the MP7 magazine but is 
the perfect size for almost all submachine gun 
mags, batons, longer lights, or other similar 
sized items. Can hold up to three magazines for 
extended engagements.

The Frag Grenade Pouch holds one M67 type
fragmentation grenade secure and quiet with 
a flap fastened by a side release buckle. The 
patented Helium Whisper® attachment system 
makes this pouch the lightest on the market at a 
mere 35 grams.

The Ten-Speed Quad MP7 Mag Pouch was 
designed around the MP7 magazine but is the 
perfect size for almost all submachine gun mags, 
batons, longer lights, or other similar sized 
items. Retains up to 4 magazines or other kit for 
maximum mission support.

The Smoke Grenade Pouch holds one M18 
smoke grenade secure by a hook and loop flap. 
The patented Helium Whisper® attachment 
system is compatible with all MOLLE platforms 
and makes this Smoke Grenade Pouch the 
lightest on the market.

DOUBLE PISTOL MAG POUCH V2SINGLE PISTOL MAG POUCH DOUBLE PISTOL MAG POUCH
HW-TSP-PISTOL-2-02-XXHW-TSP-PISTOL-1-XX HW-TSP-PISTOL-2-XX

The Ten-Speed™ Single Pistol Mag Pouch is 
a multi-use magazine pouch. Made of military 
grade elastic, the Single Pistol Mag Pouch holds 
almost any single or double stack pistol mag. 
When empty, the pouch lies flat and the Helium 
Whisper® attachment system is 26% lighter and 
is the lightest magazine pouch on the market.

The Ten-Speed™ Double Pistol Mag Pouch is 
a multi-use magazine pouch. Made of military 
grade elastic, the Double Pistol Mag Pouch 
holds almost any single or double stack pistol 
mag. When empty, the pouch lies flat and the 
Helium Whisper® attachment system is the 
lightest magazine pouch on the market.

The Double Pistol Mag Pouch holds single or 
double stacked pistol mags (up to and including 
double stack HK45 mags), a light, or multi-tool. 
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ALWAYS moving
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UTILITY & GENERAL PURPOSEUTILITY & GENERAL PURPOSE

ADMIN POUCH

ULTRALIGHT DUMP POUCH Multi-Radio Pouch

Dual Initiator Coupler KitADMIN POUCH, SMALL

DUMP POUCH, MEDIUM

UTILITY POUCH, MEDIUM

HW-M-ADMIN-XX

HW-M-DP-S-XX HW-M-MBITR-XX

XB-DICK-01-TNHW-M-ADMIN-SM-XX

HW-M-DP-MD-XX

HW-M-UPZ-H-M-XX

PUSHING THE STANDARDS FOR COMBAT LOAD CARRIAGE

Low Pro GP Pouch
HW-UPZ-06-XX

The Admin Pouch is a low profile administrative
pouch used for everyday items. The main 
compartment was designed to fit a leader’s 
notebook. There’s also a divider with three Ten-
Speed™ elastic slots (two 3” x 4” and one 2” x 
4”) used for organizing smaller items. Includes 
one drain hole.

The Ten-Speed™ Ultralight Dump Pouch is the
world’s smallest and lightest dump pouch. Taking 
up a mere 2x2 MOLLE field, the Dump Pouch is
hardly noticed until you need it. A small pull tab 
at the bottom of the pouch deploys the 70D 
Ripstop nylon bag that expands to roughly 264 
cubic inches. 

The Multi-Radio Pouch fits the Thales MBITR 
Radio and is also compatible with the Harris 
Falcon III (PRC 152) or other similarly sized 
radios. The bottom flap of the Radio Pouch 
allows the user to change out the battery of most 
units without removing the radio from the pouch.

The Dual Initiator Coupler Kit streamlines 
breaching and explosive use with worry free 
initiator pairing and alignment. The Coupler Kit 
holds two dual purpose M81 igniters for use with 
shock tube or M700 timed fuses aligned so that 
both firing pins can be pulled at once if needed.

The Small Admin Pouch is designed to hold 
smaller, everyday items such as a small spiral 
notebook, chem lights, flashlights, multi-tools, or 
other essentials at hand and easily accessible. 
Elastic loops sewn to the back panel help keep 
contents – pens, sharpies, knives, lights, and 
other similar sized items organized.

The Medium Dump Pouch is a larger dump pouch 
that is able to be stowed and was designed for 
extended overt use.  A “fish trap” style flap at 
the top allows magazines and other items to be 
immediately stored, but offers additional security 
that keeps all items stowed when going to prone 
or getting in or out of vehicles.

The Medium Horizontal Utility Pouch is a general
purpose pouch for smaller items. The Medium 
Horizontal Utility Pouch can be used to hold 
medical supplies, extra batteries, spare mags, 
multi-tools, and other necessary items. Paracord 
loops on the inside can be used to tie off 
important items such as compasses or GPS.

The Low Pro GP Pouch was designed primarily 
to fit the new RACKminus Chest Rig front and 
the Munitions Bag. This general-purpose pouch 
was made for those laying prone, created flatter 
for wearing on the chest / stomach.  

UTILITY POUCH, SMALL
HW-M-UPZ-S-XX

The Small Utility Pouch is a general purpose 
pouch for smaller items. Able to fit a BA5590 
battery, the Small Utility Pouch can also be used 
for cleaning kits, multi-tools, strobes, paracord, 
pistol mags, or E&E items. Paracord loops on 
the inside can be used to tie off important items. 
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NSN:  8465-01-612-3188 (MULTICAM)
 NSN: 8465-01-612-3191 (MULTICAM)

 

NSN: 8465-01-633-1921 (MULTICAM)
 NSN: 8465-01-612-3184 (MULTICAM)
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ALWAYS organized

Multi-Radio Bikini Pouch
HW-RADIO-03-XX

The Multi-Radio Bikini Pouch further improves 
on the Drop Down Radio Pouch by creating a 
lightweight yet durable radio holder that retains 
the top and front functionality and is adjustable 
for different sized radios.  Designed around the 
PRC 152.
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making sure you keep a low profile
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ALWAYS PATIENT
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DAPPER ACCESSORIESDAPPER ACCESSORIES
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DAPPER ADMIN POUCH DAPPER ACCESSORY LOOP SM.

DAPPER ACCESSORY LOOP LG. DAPPER TEN-SPEED M4 POUCH

DAPPER ACCESSORY Loop md. DAPPER TEN-SPEED PISTOL

DAPPER ACCESSORY LOOP LG.

DAPPER ACCESSORY Loop Md.

DAPPER ACCESSORY Loop SM.

DAP-ADP-WF DAP-LOOP-S-HALF-WF

DAP-LOOP-L-HALF-WF DAP-TSP-M4-3-WF

DAP-LOOP-M-HALF-WF DAP-TSP-PISTOL-3-WF

DAP-LOOP-L-WF

DAP-LOOP-M-WF

DAP-LOOP-S-WF

Modular Organization for Hook & Loop Surfaces

The Admin Dapper Pouch is one of the more 
versatile Dappers™, and is able to hold M4 
mags, assorted basic items and mission critical 
items. The Dapper Admin Pouch system is the 
ultimate in discreet, modular carrying, allowing 
the user to keep gear organized and accessible 
while being able to quickly change the load out.

The Large Accessory Loop Dapper holds larger 
items such as tourniquet straps, bandages, GPS 
units, or other mission critical items. The Large 
Accessory Loops can be mounted inside the 
Large Utility Dapper Pouch or directly in loop-
lined packs and bags.

The Medium Accessory Loop Dapper holds 
medium-sized items such as 12-gauge shot 
shells, medical supplies, 550 cord, and other 
similar-sized items organized and untangled. 
The Medium Accessory Loops can be mounted 
inside the Mesh Utility Dapper or directly in loop-
lined packs.

The Large Accessory Loop Dapper holds larger 
items such as tourniquet straps, bandages, GPS 
units, or other mission critical items. The Large 
Accessory Loops can be mounted inside the 
Large Utility Dapper Pouch or directly in loop-
lined packs and bags.

The Medium Accessory Loop Dapper holds 
medium-sized items such as 12-gauge shot 
shells, medical supplies, 550 cord, and other 
similar-sized items organized and untangled. 
The Medium Accessory Loops can be mounted 
inside the Mesh Utility Dapper or directly in loop-
lined packs.

The Small Accessory Loop Dapper uses military-
grade elastic to keep smaller items in place 
and organized.  The smaller loops hold cables, 
batteries, chem lights, and other smaller items 
in place. The hook backing allows them to be 
mounted in loop-lined packs or inside the Large 
Utility Dapper Pouch.

The Small Accessory Loop Dapper uses military-
grade elastic to keep smaller items in place 
and organized.  The smaller loops hold cables, 
batteries, chem lights, and other smaller items 
in place. The hook backing allows them to be 
mounted in loop-lined packs or inside the Large 
Utility Dapper Pouch.

The Ten-Speed Triple M4 Dapper combines 
Ten-Speed performance with the flexibility of 
the Dapper system to provide the lightest, low 
profile way to carry spare magazines or other 
equipment. Three military-grade elastic slots 
hold most M4 magazines, or other similar-sized 
items secure and in place. 

The Ten-Speed Triple Pistol Dapper combines 
Ten-Speed performance with the flexibility of the 
Dapper system to provide the lightest, low profile 
way to carry spare magazines or other items.  
Three military-grade elastic pockets hold most 
double or single stack pistol magazines, or other 
items secure and in place. 
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DAPPER TEN-SPEED M4 POUCH DAPPER TEN-SPEED PISTOLDAPPER TEN-SPEED SR25
DAP-TSP-M4-1-WF DAP-TSP-PISTOL-1-WFDAP-TSP-SR25-1-WF

The Ten-Speed Single M4 Dapper combines 
Ten-Speed performance with the flexibility of 
the Dapper system to provide the lightest, low 
profile way to carry a spare magazine or other 
equipment. A single military-grade elastic slot 
holds most M4 magazines, or other similar-sized 
items secure and in place. 

The Vertical Utility Dapper Pouch is one of the 
more versatile Dapper Pouches, as it is able 
to hold almost anything from down range to 
downtown mission sets.  Able to hold chargers, 
personal items, magazines or other mission 
critical items, the Vertical Utility Pouch keeps 
gear organized and in place.

We know unit loadouts change almost as quickly as an intricately planned mission. That’s where the Dapper line comes in. Our Dapper system is a hook 
& loop based family of pouches that allow the user ultimate control over where and how their gear is placed. Need an inverted mag pouch or prefer your 
tools to sit on a cant? Dapper pouches are as dynamic as the user.

DAPPER: DESIGNED DYNAMICS

The Ten-Speed Single SR25 Dapper combines 
Ten-Speed performance with the flexibility of 
the Dapper system to provide the lightest, low 
profile way to carry a spare magazine or other 
equipment. A single military-grade elastic slot 
holds most SR25 magazines, or other similar-
sized items secure and in place. 

The Large Utility Dapper Pouch is a larger utility 
pouch to hold most everyday items and mission 
gear such as chargers, personal items, tools, or 
almost any other item one would carry in a bag.  
It can be quickly installed and removed on any 
loop field to quickly change the load out, making 
it the ultimate in discreet, modular load carrying. 

The Ten-Speed Single Pistol Dapper combines 
Ten-Speed performance with the flexibility of the 
Dapper system to provide the lightest, low profile 
way to carry a spare magazine or other items.  A 
single military-grade elastic pocket holds most 
double or single stack pistol magazines, or other 
items secure and in place. 

Vinyl utility pouch (7”x4”)
DAP-U-VINYL-02-WF

VINYL UTILITY POUCH (7”X9”)
DAP-U-VINYL-01-WF
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MAGAZINE & MUNITION POUCHESMAGAZINE & MUNITION POUCHES
PUSHING THE STANDARDS FOR COMBAT LOAD CARRIAGE

ALWAYS Better®
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ALWAYS BETTER STOREALWAYS BETTER STORE
Walk In Pro Shop in Pooler Georgia

Blue Force Gear is proud to put the finishing touches on a long time dream – creating a retail store to serve local military 
personnel, law enforcement professionals, and shooting enthusiasts.  We wanted to create a destination store that carried 
products we like and appreciate as well as showcasing the full line of Blue Force Gear manufactured products. 

Always Better Store

A few years back we summed up the ethos we shared around the BFG office that many of us brought in from our own 
diverse histories – being Always Better.  This isn’t a boastful claim that we are better than everyone else but conversely a 
humble approach to trying to become better every day.  Other’s put it as “constant never ending improvement”.  From there, 
we have been using it around the office and in our material – making it the perfect name for the new retail store.  

The retail store is centered right in the front of our newly renovated 27,000 square foot manufacturing facility and world 
headquarters.  We have not moved far from our original location, keeping in the Savannah Georgia area – a destination for 
over 6 million people each year that enjoy the historic southern charm, world class dining, and cultural scene.  

WARRIORS OUTFITTED HERE Questions? Call 912.330.9166

ALWAYS BETTER STORE

Monday - Thursday
Friday - Saturday

9AM - 7PM
9AM - 8PM

166 Pine Barren Rd
Pooler, GA 31322

Store Hours of Operation
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DEALERS/MIL/DISTRIBUTORSDEALERS/MIL/DISTRIBUTORS
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Ordering Information

Nation Wide Dealer Network
See the latest Blue Force Gear products and get expert advice at your local gun shop and equipment dealer. Find the closest Blue 
Force Gear near you by visiting the interactive map on www.BlueForceGear.com/dealers

International Dealers
Blue Force Gear is proud to equip recreational and professional users world wide with the finest gear on the planet.  Find the closest 
international dealer at www.BlueForceGear.com/dealers

Military & Government Ordering
For military unit purchases, please email Sales@BlueForceGear.com for current pricing and lead times. 
Cage Code: 3X9S8 | DUNS Number: 152028291 | Made in the USA.  Berry Compliant

Blue Force Gear also works with several TLS Prime Vendors as one of the easiest ways to order equipment for your unit. 

Interested In Becoming a Dealer?
We are always interested in working with more friendly, knowledgeable dealers!  Email us at Sales@BlueForceGear.com for more 
information on getting set up today.

MILITARY ORDERING & NSN INFORMATION

FOR ORDERS AND DEALER LOCATIONS

Cage Code
Visit our website

WWW.BLUEFORCEGEAR.COM
WWW.BLUEFORCEGEAR.COM/DEALERS/

3X9S8
www.blueforcegear.com/mil-le.html/
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HOW TO ORDERHOW TO ORDER
WE ARE ANYWHERE YOU NEED US

ALWAYS GOT YOUR BACK



MADE IN USA
Sales@BlueForceGear.com
877.430.2583
Cage Code: 3X9S8
DUNS Number: 152028291
Berry Compliant

LIFETIME
     WARRANTY


